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Dear Ms. Allard:
This is a legal opinion concerning the application for an Initiative Petitioners'
Committee which you sent me on October 16, and which was filed with you on October
15,2019, by Judith R. Bush,Lindsay Dearborn, Christina Haidari, Susan K. Johnson and
Kathleen Beckett.
Petitions such as this are governed by Lebanon City Charter § C419:23a, and by
Chapter 89 of the Lebanon City Code. Specifically, § 89-4(B) requires a legal opinion
"with regard to whether or not the sample question and explanation are sufficiently clear
and are in the appropriate form."
CAVEATS:
1. Given that this legal opinion is required to be shared with the Petitioners'
Committee (§ 89-4(B)(2)), it is not a confidential legal opinion to the City's officials,
and, unlike most opinions to the City from this firm, is not subject to the attorney-client
privilege.
2. As recited above, § 89-4(B) requires this legal opinion to address only the
clarity and form of the proposed ordinance, sample question and explanation submitted
to the City Clerk. It is not required to address the underlying legality, enforceability or
wisdom ofthe measure. Nothing in this Opinion should be construed as expressing any
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opinion concerning the merits of the proposal at issue — pro or con — from either a legal
or public policy perspective.
OPINION
A. Description of Petition:
Substantive Provisions: The Petition proposes the adoption of a "Welcoming Lebanon
Ordinance," the substance of which deals primarily with the immigration status ofpeople
in the City. There are six provisions:
The first one is in the passive voice, and says no person in the City shall be
"profiled, targeted, detained, or questioned, based on race, ethnicity, language, religion
or immigration status."
The second provision prohibits any agent ofthe City from questioning any person
in the City concerning citizenship immigration status.
The third provision prohibits any City agent from "disclosing" any person's
citizenship or immigration status.
The fourth provision prohibits the City from conditioning any City service or
benefit on "matters related to citizenship or immigration status" unless required by
"statute, federal regulation or court decision."
The fifth provision prohibits agents of the City from aiding or participating in
"Civil Immigration enforcement actions."
The sixth provision would institute an affirmative duty on the part of an agent of
the City who becomes aware of"a Federal immigration authority's presence" in the City
to act to "inform residents of the City" as quickly as possible "through any channels
available."
Two Versions: The materials submitted by the Petitioners actually contain two separate
versions. Both versions embody the six provisions outlined above. However one version
(let's call it "Version 1") is bare-bones, with the six provisions accompanied solely by a
"Ballot Question" which asks "Shall the City Council of Lebanon enact..." those
provisions as an ordinance. "Version 2" is more complex, with a 3-paragraph "Purpose
and Intent" section, and with each ofthe six provisions being accompanied by a "Further
Explanation" paragraph. The Petitioners also submitted a 1-page letter addressed "To:
Lebanon's City Attorney" attempting to explain the reason for the two different versions.
IfI am interpreting the letter correctly, "Version 2" is the Petitioners' preferred version.
The reason given for submitting the other "Version 1" is that "it has been recommended
that our ballot question and explanation should be in the form of a request that voters
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approve the City Council enacting an ordinance." However that reasoning remains
unclear in the context of what was submitted, because in fact both versions contain a
"ballot question" which calls for the voters to instruct the City Council to enact the
ordinance. In any event, I see no reason to prefer "Version 1" and since "Version 2"
appears to be the Petitioners'"preferred" draft,I will focus my comments on that version.
B. Opinions
Preliminary: What this opinion is versus what it is not. Under Code § 89-4, the
Attorney's job is to review and comment "with regard to whether or not the sample
question and explanation are sufficiently clear. It does not require the Attorney to "fix"
any problems by affirmatively re-drafting the proposal. And in fact, in many cases that
would be inappropriate, because an identified problem may well be capable of being
fixed in several ways, and choosing among those ways involves exercise of policy
judgment, which is not the province ofthe City's Attorney. Where I have not suggested
alternative wording for that reason, the only practical option for the Petitioners, if they
accept my opinion, will be to re-draft the affected language.
Suggestions: Having said all that, here are my opinions and comments:
1. Who enacts? The process for initiative petitions, as outlined in Charter Section
23-a as well as Chapter 89, is that once an initiative petition is submitted, signed by 10%
of those voting in the last gubernatorial election, it first goes to the Council, which has
the option of enacting it without alteration. Ifthe Council does this, that's the end ofthe
process — it becomes part of the City Code, and does not get placed on a ballot. If the
Council alters the measure or takes no action, the petitioned version then goes to the
voters at the next municipal election, and if it is passed, it becomes effective without
Council action. There is no possibility ofthe question going to the voters before going
to the Council. Therefore, the notion that the voters would be instructing the Council to
act is erroneous, and the language "Shall the City Council of Lebanon enact the
following..." is not correct. Instead it should be "Shall the City ofLebanon enact..."
or something similar. (It would be "the City" enacting the measure, regardless of
whether it was the Council or the voters.) See suggestion below.
2. What is the "Explanation"? In my view, the Petitioners have misconstrued
the purpose of the "explanation" which is required by City Code § 89-4(A). Although
not 100% clear, it is my view that the intent ofthis is for language to be put on the ballot
(and not in the proposed ordinance itself) explaining to voters (assuming the measure
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were not passed by the Council) what is the gist of what they're voting on. The reason
for the "explanation" is similar to the reason for the "topical summary" whenever a
zoning question goes before the voters (see RSA 675:3, VII and Lebanon Zoning
Ordinance Section 1004(C)(1)), namely:(a)For those measures which may be short, but
are not self-explanatory — such as "In existing Section X,change the word A to the word
B", which tells the voter nothing about the actual impact of that change; or(b)for those
measures which are too long for the entire thing to be placed on the ballot, and thus a
summary is needed. In my view the second one is what is needed here, because the full
ordinance proposal is too long to be placed in its entirety on the election ballot.
Suggestions:
(a) When the proposed ordinance is presented first to the Council, the entire
Ordinance proposal can be put on the agenda for the Council. Thus no ballot question
(or written "explanation") is needed for that phase of the process. The purpose of the
"sample question" and "explanation" in § 89-4 and 4(A) relates only to the process of
sending the question to the City's voters (which again, might not happen if the Council
were to adopt the measure).
(b)I would suggest something similar to the following for the ballot question and
explanation to be used if the matter does end up going to the voters (please understand
there is nothing "magic" about the language I'm using — this is only a suggestion):
"Are you in favor of the Welcoming Lebanon Ordinance, as proposed by Citizens
Binding Initiative? If adopted the Ordinance would, in summary, generally prohibit the
City and its agents from questioning or taking any actions with respect to a person in
Lebanon based upon that person's citizenship or immigration status, and also from
participating in enforcement of immigration laws. Copies of the complete text of the
proposed Ordinance are available from the City Clerk, and will be available for review
at the polling places."
(c)Most importantly, I would completely do away with the separate portion ofthe
draft ordinance which is entitled "Further Explanation of the above Provisions." In
addition to — in my view — incorporating a mistaken interpretation of the "explanation"
language in § 89-4(A), these paragraphs create confusion because it is unclear whether
these "explanation" paragraphs are part of the legal requirements created by the
ordinance or not. Instead, to the extent further explanation of any of the Ordinance
provisions is needed, it should be incorporated into that provision itself. For example,
Provision #1 is written in the passive voice, so as to make it unclear who is intended to
be bound by it. The "explanation" paragraph does clarify this aspect by stating that the
persons bound by it are agents ofthe City, plus informants and volunteers. If that is the
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intent, then Provision #1 itself should be worded in the way the "explanation" paragraph
is worded, and the "explanation" paragraph should be deleted.(Again, please understand
I am commenting, not on the wisdom or enforceability of this provision, but merely on
its clarity.)

3. Additional Comments Re: incorporating the "Explanation"paragraphs into
the operational language provisions.
• Again, on Paragraph #1, I would suggest placing the entire "explanation"
paragraph into the provision itself, in place of what is now there.
• On Paragraph #2, again, in my view the "explanation" paragraph is clearer than
the "Provision" itself, and should all be substituted in place of the provision
paragraph. In particular the "Notwithstanding..." sentence creates an important
distinction which, if intended to apply, should be incorporated into the provision.
• Same with Paragraph #3 — the exceptions stated in the "explanation" should be put
into the provision itself, and I would suggest transferring that entire language into
Provision #3 in place of what is now there.
• With respect to Paragraph #4,I would suggest leaving the existing language in the
Provision, but adding the wording which is now in the "explanation" paragraph.
• For Paragraph #5, I would also suggest adding the "explanation" wording
(including the six subparagraphs)to the existing wording ofthe Provision.
• For Paragraph #6,I believe the "explanation" paragraph says the same thing as the
"Provision," but in better detail. Thus the "explanation" wording should be
substituted in place ofthe current "Provision" wording.

4.Penalty? An additional aspect ofthis draft is that it proposes to create a number
of prohibitions, but does not contain any penalty if those prohibitions are violated. I do
not see this as a formatting defect. For one thing, the proposed ordinance affects
primarily agents of the City, and violations would likely be handled as personnel issues.
Secondly, RSA 625:9 says that offenses for which neither statute nor ordinance specifies
a penalty are deemed to be "violations."
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I wish to reiterate that the above comments should not be construed as any kind of
endorsement — pro or con — ofthe proposed ordinance, either from a policy or enforceability
perspective. The sole purpose ofthis opinion is to comment on the clarity and form ofthe
proposal, as stated in City Code § 89-4(B).
Sincerely,

I-I. Bernard Waugh, Jr.
cc:

Shaun Mulholland, City Manager
Paula Maville, Deputy City Manager

